Abstract. The lack of a large scale Chinese test collection is an obstacle to the Chinese information retrieval development. In order to address this issue, we built such a collection composed of millions of Chinese web pages, known as the Chinese Web Test collection with 100 gigabyte (CWT100g) in data volume, which is the largest Chinese web test collection as of this writing, and has been used by several dozen research groups besides being adopted in the evaluation of the SEWM-2004 Chinese Web Track[1] and the HTRDPE-2004[2]. We present the total solution for constructing a large scale test collection like the CWT100g. Further, we found that: 1) the distribution of the number of pages within sites obeys a Zipf-like law instead of a power law proposed by Adamic and Huberman [3, 4]; 2) and an appropriate filtering method on host alias will economize resources for about 25% while crawling pages. The Zipf-like law and the method of filtering host alias proposed in the paper will facilitate both to model the Web and to perfect a search engine. Finally, we report on the results of the SEWM-2004 Chinese Web Track.
Introduction
Test collections are considered as the standard dataset for evaluating the effectiveness of information retrieval (IR) systems. A large scale test collection is the basis of accelerating the research of IR. The good quality of an IR system performed in small scale test collections by no means represent the same thing would happen in a large scale test data. An IR system can be taken as practicable one only when it is capable to give a satisfying result under the evaluation of a large scale test collection, which is the key to validate and improve IR techniques and systems.
Because the Web enjoys a rapid growth on information volume and a great diversity of subjects, a popular way to construct a large scale test collection is to make the Web the superset of the collection -that is the reason why it is known as the web test collection. The English web test collections provided by TREC[5] orient the English IR, and the Japanese web test collection provided by NII[6] can serve for the Japanese IR. But a coequal scale Chinese web test collection could not be available by researchers before our work. To promote technologies of the Chinese IR, we built the CWT100g, and in this paper we introduce the methodology on building such a large scale web test collection. Although the dataset itself orients the Chinese IR, the method is not limited to the Chinese language; and we hope it contribute to build test collections of other languages.
In this paper, after introducing terms, we first present the goals and design principles of the CWT100g in section 3, then introduce how to construct its three parts, the documents, the queries and the relevance judgments in section 4 and 5. Finally, we cover related works in section 6 and conclude in section 7.
Terms
Ever since the Cranfield experiment at the end of 1950, it has been widely accepted that an IR test collection should include three components -the document set, the query set and the relevance judgment set [7] .
A document set is a collection of documents whose contents are used for text analyses by IR systems, i.e. they are the direct objects processed by IR systems. This set is the epitome of its superset.
A query set is a collection of questions asking the IR system for results. The queries of a test collection are created by assessors who also assess the relevance judgment set. Due to the difficulty in getting relevance judgments, the number of queries is usually between a few score to several hundred queries.
A relevance judgment set is a collection of standard answers for queries. It is used to compare IR systems' returning results under given queries. The more an IR system is close to the relevance judgment set, the higher quality it gets. To keep the authority of the relevance judgment set, they are usually obtained manually or semiautomatically in terms of the document set. It is clear that if an IR system can get a satisfying quality in the evaluation of a large scale document set, the system will be convictive in practice.
Herein, we sometimes use the terms "documents", "queries" and "relevance judgments" to denote the above three sets respectively.
Host name is an identification of a certain web site. Usually, a site can be identified by one or several host names and sometimes by its IP address. In this paper, we use the most popular host name as the identification of each web site. For example, both "www.pku.edu.cn" and "gopher.pku.edu.cn" point to the web server of Peking University. While the number of URLs including the former string is far larger than that of the latter, "www.pku.edu.cn" is taken as the popular host name of this physical web site and the "gopher.pku.edu.cn" is filtered in the process of the site selection.
Design Principles of the CWT100g

Three Considerations to the Documents
Usually a document set plays a more important role than the other components in a collection. To build a web test collection with a high quality, a document set should be good enough to model the Web. To qualify the epitome of the Web, the documents should be broad in subject domains and large enough in size. Kennedy and Huang et al [8, 9] proposed three aspects on the consideration of the representative of the
